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The individual part of this UX Design project started off with revising and adapting the User
Task Flow for our concept ‘Buz’ app.
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This was followed by a first sketch of all required screens (as indicated by the letters in the
UTF) in a wireflow.

All green-circled elements were yet to be designed in further detail. Although my focus lay
with optimizing the functional elements of the interface – as is the leaning objective of this
project – I let go of designing the last pages (Profile, Log-in, Register and Settings) and
corresponding elements. I consider these to be very basic and not worth the effort in this
design stage.
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LO-FI PROTOTYPES
The notes in this collection of prototyping and testing materials have a certain style. All
regularly typed text are quotes or actions by the users (my peers). All italic text is said or
done by me during the conversation (guidance) or afterwards (insights). The underlined
words are the key take-aways from the peer tests.

Lo-fi peer test 1
On the 8 of March I did a low-key test with my brother Sander at home. I presented him the
screens of the first prototype one by one, waiting for his response and giving as little
guidance as possible. This process (from start screen (B) to the Ride Review (H) was
recorded, of which the relevant take-aways are set down below.

B. not immediately clear that
he still has to get on the bus.
He tends to go (from the
bus) to the station. He clicks
the 'go to bus' button.

C. clear it's a QR code. Popup: click on 'try again’; Scan
by holding up phone; Popup: click ‘okay’ if it's the right
bus and otherwise not.
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E. immediately clear that
you can swipe to scroll.
Takes him a while to realize
you have to select one. You
click on which one you're
going to do. What if you
want to redo a selection?
Then tap the image again,
that makes sense.
Suggestion: cross in the
corner of the selected box.
Then click on 'let's go'.

F. time display hours and
minutes is sufficient
(seconds doubtful). After
disembarking click on 'stop
ride’

G. "this is some kind of
summary of what you've
done": goal immediately
clear. (there are still figures
on the crosses). Choose 'go
to station' because 'review
ride' is made dark: make
sure that the intention to use
buttons is communicated by
shape and colour, so don't
make a button grey if you
can/must click on it.

H. likes smileys, goes
straight to indicating pain on
body, but interaction with
smiley rating is clear. ‘You
may have lower back pain,
what do you click on?'
Suggestion: divide body into
front and back. Side view
only in front of the trunk
(because pain is divided into
buttocks, shoulders, etc.)
so: pain compartments
should be well defined.
What is right and what is
left? > giving the body a
face or clothing? Or make a
rotating 3D model?
Pop-up: don't click on
confirm until you have
selected a pain type; select
only one pain type at a time.
Will there be an exclamation
mark on the body? Remove
pain type by clicking on the
body part again. Maybe
body is too visual, a list of
body parts in text is more
straight-forward and easy
for bus drivers.
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Lo-fi peer test 2
During a studio session at the 11th of March I did a peer test with my friend Sterre. Below are
the take-aways from the interaction with the first lo-fi prototype (same as peer test 1)
B. I’m going to the bus.
C. What do you think is the purpose of this screen? I have to scan a code that is on the bus,
so I pick up the phone. I don’t know if I have to click on the screen, to focus the camera (after
seeing the error notification). Maybe you should add a fingerprint icon to make users touch
the screen. Pop-up works well.
E. Select types by clicking. Deselect by clicking again. Idea: ‘let’s go’ button always visible,
so you don’t have to scroll through all types in order to start the ride.
F. Timer goes. I explain she has to put away her phone, use the bus interactive system and
stop the ride on this screen.
G. Review this ride’ button is clearly available.
H. How do you feel? Happy! (connects smiling emoticon to happiness). You have to think
twice about the ‘pain body’: what is left and right? Maybe give him a face. Idea: confirm body
part in dialog box of pain type. So if user ‘misclicks’ the wrong body part, he sees the system
got it different, and can cancel and try again. There must be away to deselect the pain:
‘delete’ or ‘no pain’?
She likes the concept.
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Lo-fi peer test 3
On the 13th of March, at home I tested and rated sketched design elements with my
housemate Gert. The notes around the elements were made during a few unrecorded peer
review sessions.
“You are John, a bus driver. You wake up early, go to the bus station to start a new ride.
Before boarding, you grab your smartphone and open the Buz app. We will go through the
screens, and you have to choose your favourite elements for every screen.”

1. You don’t have to combine text with icons,
so take either icon buttons (A, B, D) or text
buttons (C, E, F). I think swiping (E) is a tat
difficult for older aged users, and the ‘check’
title (D) is unnecessary. I’d choose C or F.

2. The shape doesn’t really matter to
me, as long as it’s consistent. I like it
with the text above (A). When it is
selected, there should be an
accentuated outer line: saying “you have
now selected this item.”

3. I see what you mean with the timer. I like E,
but then with the circle changing (in size or
filling or colour) when you’re driving faster or
slower than the average. Or the colour of timer
A changes. But bus drivers are not supposed
to use the phone app during the ride Then why
does it matter? You look at it or not at all. If you
don’t want user to look at their phone, you
should not display information on their phone.
Then you should have that time recorded in the

4. You can now see the statistics of the
ride. How would you display the number
of stops? I don’t get it, that’s all set in
advance, right? No, that varies per ride.
You can stand still in traffic for minutes.
It’s about giving insight after the ride. But
the number of stops does not really
relate to the (health of the) bus driver,
rather with the behaviour of traffic and
passengers. But this number of stops is
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background (system). But a colour-changing
clock is not necessarily dangerous or illegal.

needed to calculate the exercise score.
Okay, I guess… My preference is D, if
you use the right colour to show it is a
stop sign.

5. I would indicate the time with A the
stopwatch, because it is in the same theme as
the stop sign icon.

6. For C it is counterintuitive to have
‘posture’ on the y-axis of a graph. It’s not
one value that changes from high to low,
but different positions that cannot really
be related. I’d rather do something with
colour (matched to positions). Choosing
what information you want to show is
hard, because you need to know what
information is relevant. And you need
health experts for it. I am now only
choosing information that I think looks
nice, I have no idea what I want to see.
Optimally I just see information that the
app developers have found to be most
relevant. … There has to be a
conclusion, based on the information. If I
don’t know what the graph means, it
could just as well be left out.
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7. If the score sits at the very end of the
screen, D would fit nicely (as a half-circle). The
rest looks fine. C is unhandy because it takes
in a lot of space, and I think these four main
elements should fit on the screen anyways. A
compact bar like A or B would therefore be
best. I don’t like seeing a percentage at
concrete, integer variables (like the number of
completed exercises), so just show the fraction
(A).

8. I like the stars (A) because they are
recognizable and straight-forward. This
slider looks cheap. The smileys are a bit
childish.

9. That’s a good feature! It is indeed hard to
show what’s the front and back, so a 3D model
is nice (A). But it could be hard to click
correctly. You could borrow from instruction
cards in gyms, they clearly show what muscles
you use in two images (front and back). Most
clear would be a puppet with bordered areas,
don’t try to be to realistic: nice and schematic.

10. Not much response. I think I like A
better, because the field grows if you
type more.
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11. I like to see the time the exercise takes.
Difficulty level is less practical, because users
can than get demotivated to try the exercise (if
it’s visibly hard or easy). I like the ‘favourite’
function. Text should be in the frame, at the
bottom. Time should be in the top left corner,
favourite star in the top right, so that you use
the space as efficiently as possible. Or maybe
star and time switched around. B
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13. Google Maps widget enhances the
user experience and flow (C). A picture
of the therapist is not needed because it
does not really relate to the health
service.

Lo-fi peer test 4
During the weekend at home I presented a second, more interactive lo-fi prototype to my
father.

I go to the bus.

I’m going to scan the bus
QR-code, by holding up my
phone scanner. He struggles
with correctly holding the
phone, but this is something
that will be solved as soon
as the digital prototype
works interactively.
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This depends on what I’m
going to do of course. Let’s
say I’m driving from Utrecht
to Veenendaal, so that’s
‘regio’. Then I push on that
square. Then a selection
stroke appears. Oh, that’s
clear. And then… the system
says ‘lets’go!’. He did not
see that is a button. He
proposes an extra question
after selecting the types: Did
you enter all your types? But
if you answer no, you just
stay on the page. I suggest
making the ‘Let’s go!’ button
switch from grey
(unclickable) to coloured
(clickable) when a type is
selected in order to 1)
indicate this is an interactive
element and 2) make sure
users select at least one
route type (for the system to
work with).

“Then you arrive on this
screen, what do you do?”
Nothing. I put my phone
away.

“What do you think you see
here?” That I’ve driven for
4 hours and 15 minutes.
And that I did something at
11 of the 15 things. He
could not read the
scrabbled text. Hmm,
‘pressure’, I don’t know…
[explanation
pressure/posture graph]
Then I see – over time when I sat right over time.
And the orange areas
indicate I was out of
bounds, out of balance. …

Lo/hi pressure, is that of
the chair’s sensors?
[further explanation] That
was not clear yet. There’s
still something to be added
there. I would name it
‘activity’, because it’s not
about pressure or posture.
Maybe you should install
pressure sensors in the
seating as well, and deduct
the activity there. If this line
includes all sensors, then
the graph is fine as it is.

HI-FI PROTOTYPE
As seen, I have done quite a few extensive lo-fi user tests. I deliberately worked solely on
paper for the biggest part of the project – before moving on to digital means – because these
low-key sketches are perfect for shaping the vision, flow and look of the app. And as people
are naturally more critical about irrelevant details (spacing, alignment) when designed
digitally then on paper, it is useful to ‘stick to the paper’ as long as possible. This however
limited the time and opportunities for hi-fi user tests. When I started working in Axure I
basically turned my latest prototype into digital pages with widgets and panels, considering
all key take-aways (underlined). And while doing so, I inadvertently made design choices that
I have not documented well. I did, however, do one good peer test with my teammate Teun.
Via Skype I shared the link to my digital prototype, and he provided me with feedback while
he went through the screens.
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You can use Flaticon.com to
get nice images for the ride
types.

I like the GIF animation of
the bus! Maybe show some
kind of safety warning, to
make sure the drivers put
away their phone until the
end of the ride.

Maybe find 1 single
conclusion from the Ride
Review, and take that to the
overview Station.

I like seeing how the sitting score and star rating evolve
over time. Can you somehow relate it to the pain? Show the
paint type per body part in a heatmap, or another graph
with multiple lines? Keep it simple and comprehensible, but
give an option to view details per date.
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The graph does not yet
speak for itself. What if you
put ‘active seating
percentage’ on the y-axis,
and divide the x-axis in
periods of 10 or 15 minutes.
Then the active seating
score varies over time,
around an average line. All
periods that have to little
activity (for example below
50%) are turned orange.

PHYSICAL FEEDBACK DEVICE
The Buz system works before, during and after the bus ride. When boarding the bus driver
checks with the app. When sitting down the cabin interface reminds him to adjust his seat
settings. Once he has taken off, the driver occasionally shifts and moves in his seat. This
activity demonstrates a healthy posture and is therefore encouraged by the system. 4
pressure sensors, installed in a seat cover, constantly register the body’s presence in the
surrounding area. The sketches below illustrate the positioning of this pressure-sensing
cover.

The functionality of this device is demonstrated with an Arduino/Grove model, of which the
code is attached in appendix A. Due to the lack of a pressure sensor, a light sensor was
used instead. Whenever it senses one of the states (presence or absence of light, mimicking
the position of the body) for longer than 10 seconds continuously, a buzzer makes a short
beep sound. This simulates a signal sent to the system in the dashboard. As soon as the bus
comes to a full stop (determined by another sensor), a short exercise proposed to the bus
driver as a notification on the touch screen interface. It is up to him to accept and execute or
decline it (by swiping). This information is again stored in the system and shown to the driver
after the ride, in the Buz app (Ride Stats and Station page).
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REFLECTION
The second phase of the I&E course has been a very informative process for me. I enjoyed
sketching screens, arguing over them with peers and finally compose a digital prototype. And
whilst I had little knowledge of the UX design field, I know how many challenges one can
counter when designing interfaces. Even for such a relatively small app, there are many
aspects to consider and optimize. Not only interactive elements, but especially the
meaningful content needs a lot of thinking. “How am I going to present this to the user?” is
the question that I have been asking myself most. And while I’m quite happy with the way I
answered it most of the occasions, some elements really need more design iterations.
Displaying the sensor data and deriving a ‘sitting score’ from it has been the hardest
challenge that I haven’t fully overcome. Next time I would organise more hi-fi user tests to
determine the optimal design for this feature. The same goes for showing the user’s pain in
certain body parts over time. In the final digital prototype you will see a standard image on
the spot where I plan to show this diagram. I have not taken the time to develop this,
because it not the primary goal of this assignment.
I performed quite well in this project, because I believe to have ‘ticked off all boxes’ named
in the course manual. Through numerous thorough user tests I explored and determined
what elements must be included in the app, and in which layout. The menu, selection panels
and buttons all look nice and work properly. None of my peers had trouble navigating through
the app or interacting with the pages. And even though I put relatively little time in the
physical feedback device, my efforts were translated into a working model and clear concept.
A few improvement points or goals to be mentioned are 1) self-explanatory data
visualisation, 2) style iteration (testing different colour patterns, fonts, icons) and 3) more
frequent hi-fi tests.
Overall, I am very happy with the outcomes of this project. The Arduino code and Axure
working file are attached to this document. There you will also find a short video
demonstrating the physical feedback model. And finally, this is the link to the digital prototype
of the app: https://1mzuvb.axshare.com
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APPENDICES
Appendix A – Arduino code
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Appendix B - Feedback Anton
On the 18th of March we had the following conversation in a Brightspace chat:
Anton

Joris

ik mis wel wat uitleg bij dat Axure van Joris, maar als ik allen op de Axure
proto afga, dan valt het me op dat de gezondheid van de chauffeur nog niet
erg in beeld komt
De gezondheid van de chauffeur zit met name in de 'pressure' grafiek met
oranje gebieden (waarin hij te lang stil zit), en de review waarin hij zijn
klachten op slaat. Die data komt terug op het 'station' scherm (waar ik
alleen schetsen van heb).
ik vind dat al een goed begin, de ride stats zeg maar, alleen vraag ik me af
of chauffeur wat kan met begrip pressure... is dat werkdruk? nee denk
ik? druk op sensoren in stoel wellicht
Dat is de druk op de verschillende sensoren in de rugleuning. Het gekke is
dat deze y-as niet heel relevant is, het gaat er met name om dat de
chauffeur kan zien wanneer in de tijd het slecht ging (de oranje gebieden).
En dat komt overeen met de oranje lijnen op het kaartje dat daar onder
staat, zodat hij inzicht krijgt in hoe hij zich gedragen heeft tijdens de rit
aha duidelijker met je toelichting, hoe minder druk, hoe actiever de zithouding?
Nee, de activiteit is de variatie in druk. Dus een hoge druk is even goed als
een lage druk, zolang ze maar worden afgewisseld. Het gaat erom dat je
niet 15 minuten lang een constante druk uitoefent (en dus stil zit)
Joris, je kan er niet bij zitten en dat aan alle chauffeurs uitleggen....maar
het is wel mooi met elkaar verbonden dus. kortom, hier moet nog wel wat
aan verbeterd worden om de doelgroep niet te verliezen binnen een
half uur. Heb je ook peer test gedaan Joris?
Ja, met mijn ouders en huisgenoten. Hen moest ik ook wel mondeling
uitleggen wat mijn bedoeling was. Dus de interface is nog niet voldoende
communicatief over de werking. Heeft u een voorstel hoe ik dat kan
verbeteren?
Ha Joris, dat zegt genoeg. maak een stap terug dus...jammer van de
werkende Axure....wat je kan doen: verbeter je hi fi schermen. aan de
Axure kan ik wel zien dat je wat kan in Axure Joris
Ik heb er flink mee gespeeld, dus ik heb het wel onder de knie. Maar wat
bedoelt u met het 'verbeteren van de hi fi schermen'?
Joris daar zal je zelf een oplossing voor moeten vinden. ik adviseer:
vereenvoudigen tot de essentie overblijft.
... maar zonder de gezondheidsinformatie op te geven
juist, en dus in 1 x valt te begrijpen en de juiste impact veroorzaakt. de
chauffeur moet er beter van worden, gezonder.
Dat snap ik. Dus nu verder het hi-fi prototype uitwerken en verbeteren tot
het helemaal helder en prettig werkt.
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